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PREDICTING MOBILITY OUTCOME ONE YEAR AFTER STROKE:
A PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY
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Objective: To develop a prognostic model to predict mobility
outcome one year post-stroke.
Design: Prospective cohort study in patients with a first-ever
stroke admitted for inpatient rehabilitation.
Patients: A total of 217 patients with stroke (mean age 58
years) following inpatient rehabilitation in 4 rehabilitation
centres across the Netherlands.
Methods: Mobility was measured using the Rivermead
Mobility Index at one year poststroke. Included independent
variables were: patient and stroke characteristics, functional
status, urinary incontinence, sitting balance, motor and
cognitive function. Univariate and multivariate linear
regression analyses were performed in a model-developing
set (n /174) and the model was validated in cross-validation
set (n /43).
Results: Total Rivermead Mobility Index score at one year
post-stroke was predicted by functional status, sitting balance,
time between stroke onset and measurement, and age. The
derived model predicted 48% of the variance, while validation
in the cross-validation set resulted in an adjusted R2 of 0.47.
Conclusion: The present prospective study shows that outcome
of mobility one year after stroke can be predicted validly by
including functional status, sitting balance, moment of admission to the rehabilitation centre after stroke onset and age.
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INTRODUCTION
Stroke is the most important cause of morbidity and long-term
disability in Europe, and 40% of patients with stroke need active
rehabilitation services (1). Regaining mobility is a primary goal
of patients with stroke during rehabilitation, since it is a key
factor in becoming independent in daily functioning. Predicting
mobility (i.e. independent physical movement within the environment (2)), especially for the long-term, is essential to be able to
inform patients and their families about the consequences of the
stroke when a patient has to function in the community again.
# 2006 Taylor & Francis. ISSN 1650-1977
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Most studies on outcome prediction in a rehabilitation-based
stroke population have focused on activities of daily living
(ADL) (3 11). Important predictors of functional outcome
were age (5 7, 9), stroke severity (6), motor impairment (3),
sitting balance (4), urinary incontinence (9), co-morbidity
(9) and disability at the start of the rehabilitation period (4 7,
9 11).
Only a few studies have been performed on prognostication of
mobility-related outcomes after stroke. Mobility outcome, at 10
months post-stroke, was found to be best explained by selfefficacy, age and mobility at discharge from geriatric rehabilitation (12). In a community-based cohort, the ADL independency
at admission to the stroke unit was the single predictor of
walking ability at discharge (13). Age, sitting balance and bowel
control were predictive factors for the walking item of the
Barthel Index (BI) at discharge from the hospital (14). SanchezBlanco et al. (11) classified patients into 3 subgroups, viz., a
motor, a motor-sensitive and a motor-sensitive with haemianopia group. This classification, plus pareses and age, determined
ambulation at 6 months post-stroke. Another study (15) found
that advanced age and severity of pareses were valid predictors
of ambulation, also at 6 months post-stroke. Comfortable
walking speed at 6 months post-stroke was best predicted by
motor function, sitting balance and social support at 2 weeks
post-stroke.
Unfortunately, the studies are not fully comparable, due to
differences in definition and, with that, in measures used, timing
post-stroke and a number of methodological shortcomings (16).
Also, Meijer et al. (17) concluded, after reviewing the literature,
that summarizing prognostic factors for ambulation and ADL
was not feasible. They suggested that further research was
needed on prognostication of stroke outcome in the subacute
phase.
The aim of the present study was to derive a prognostic model
for an inpatient rehabilitation cohort, in order to predict
mobility outcome 1 year post-stroke.

METHODS
Design
Between April 2001 and April 2003 patients with stroke receiving
inpatient rehabilitation were recruited for the Functional Prognosis after
stroke study (i.e. FuPro-Stroke study). This prospective cohort study was
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conducted in 4 Dutch rehabilitation centres (see Acknowledgements).
The medical ethics committees of University Medical Centre Utrecht
and the participating rehabilitation centres approved the FuPro-Stroke
study. All patients included gave their informed consent. A proxy gave
informed consent if the patient could not communicate.
Subjects
All patients were included at the start of their inpatient rehabilitation in
1 of the 4 rehabilitation centres across the Netherlands. All patients had
been hospitalised before admission to the rehabilitation centre. Inclusion
criteria were: age over 18 years, first-ever stroke (cerebral infarctions or
intra-cerebral haemorrhages) and a supratentorial lesion located on one
side. Stroke was defined according to the World Health Organization
(WHO) definition (18). Exclusion criteria were pre-stroke BI lower than
18 (0 20), insufficient Dutch language skills, and subarachnoid
haemorrhages. Patients for whom the time between stroke onset and
measurement was more than 100 days were excluded from analysis.
Dependent variables
The definition of mobility is equivocal, and can be given from different
perspectives and in different terms (2). The used outcome measure for
mobility was the Rivermead Mobility Index (RMI) (19). The RMI is a
further development of the Rivermead Motor Assessment, consisting of
14 questions and 1 observation. The items are scored dichotomously 0 
1 and were summated. Total scores range from 0 to 15 and a higher score
reflects better mobility. The questions can be answered by patients or
carers (19). It is a simple and short outcome measure to determine
mobility. The RMI is valid and reliable (19, 20), responsive to change
(21) in patients with stroke and its items cover a wide range of activities,
from turning over in bed to running.
Independent variables
Independent variables were chosen on the basis of the results of previous
studies and on clinical grounds. The following independent variables were
included: sex, age, type of stroke, hemisphere, co-morbidity, living status,
haemianopia, aphasia, inattention, functional status, urinary incontinence, sitting balance, motor function, cognition and time between stroke
onset and the first measurement. An independent observer collected data
concerning the type of stroke (infarctions or haemorrhages) and its
location, presence of haemianopia, co-morbidity (the presence of
cardiovascular and/or respiratory diseases, diabetic mellitus and comorbidity of the locomotor system) and living status (living alone or
not). Inattention was measured by the letter cancellation task (22) and
was scored positive when the patient scored 2 omissions or more on one
side, compared with the other side. The total score (0 20) of the activities
of daily living (ADL) BI (23) was used to describe functional status.
Urinary incontinence was assessed with the corresponding BI item.
Although the item was originally scored on a 3-point scale (continent,
occasional accident (maximum once a day), incontinent), the score was
dichotomised for the present analyses (0 /continent, 1/incontinent or
occasional accident). The Trunk Control Test (TCT) is valid and reliable
in stroke patients (24) and was used to assess sitting balance. The
corresponding item was dichotomised: 0 for patients not able to sit
independently, vs 1 for patients able to sit independently. The Motricity
Index (MI) is a valid and reliable measure (24) and was used to determine
motor function of the arm (MI arm) and the leg (MI leg). Scores ranged
from 0 (no activity) to 33 (maximum muscle force) for each dimension.
Cognitive status was assessed with the Mini Mental State Examination
(MMSE) (25). Aphasia was defined with the Token Test (short form) (26)
and the Utrechts Communicatie Onderzoek (UCO) (27). Patients scoring
9 errors or more on the Token Test and/or scoring less than 4 on the UCO
were considered aphasic. Since only communicative patients completed
the MMSE, a dichotomous variable for cognition was developed on the
basis of a positive score on the MMSE score or on the existence of
aphasia. The cognition variable was scored positive if MMSE 5/23 or
patients were classified as aphasic.
Procedure
After admission to the rehabilitation centre (t0) and at one year (t1)
post-stroke, patients were visited by a research assistant. Baseline values
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were obtained within 2 weeks after t0 by collecting data from medical
charts, face-to-face interviews and physical and cognitive examination.
For patients who could not communicate, information was gained by
interviewing a member of the nursing staff.
At t1, patients were visited by a research assistant for an
assessment at home or at the institution where they were staying.
The RMI was completed and for patients who could not communicate, a proxy was interviewed. Most often this was the patients’
spouse and occasionally a member of the nursing staff if the patient
was institutionalised.
Data analysis
Data from all patients were entered into a computer database and
analysed with the SPSS statistical package (version 12.0). Multiple linear
regression analysis was used to predict RMI score. The data set was split
non-randomly into a model-developing set and a cross-validation set,
based on time of inclusion. The model-developing set, comprising the
first 174 patients included (80%), was used to derive the prognostic
model, whose validity could be tested in the cross-validation set,
comprising the last 43 patients (20%) (28).
Univariate regression analysis of the model-developing set was used to
select significant determinants (p B/0.1) for the subsequent development
of the multivariate linear regression model. This selection, with a more
liberal significance level, increased the sensitivity for selection of true
predictors and limited the bias in the selected coefficients. These
candidate determinants were tested for multicollinearity to prevent
over-parametrization of the prediction model. The variables were crosstabulated, and if the correlation coefficient was /0.7, the variable with
the lowest correlation coefficient, in relation to the outcome measure,
was omitted from the analysis (29). The remaining significant variables
were used in a backward multivariate linear regression analysis.
Collinearity diagnostics (i.e. eigenvalues, condition index) were applied
for each variable to control for unstable estimates and make sure that the
proportion of variance for a particular variable was unique and not due
to other variables in the model. A condition index greater than 10 was
interpreted as indicating the presence of collinearity (30). The final
model was validated by calculating the explained variance in the crossvalidation group. After cross validation the model was re-fitted in the
total (model-developing/cross-validation) data-set. Each hypothesis
was tested with a two-tailed analysis, using 0.05 as the level of
significance.

RESULTS
At t0, 308 patients were included in the FuPro-Stroke study.
After the patients with a subarachnoid haemorrhage had been
excluded, 274 patients remained. At t1, 235 patients were
interviewed. Seven patients had died within the first year after
stroke, 12 patients had had a recurrent stroke, and were
therefore excluded from follow-up, 17 patients refused participation and 3 could not be traced. Median time between stroke
onset and t1 was 52.0 weeks (interquartile range/51 53). Nine
patients were excluded because the time interval between stroke
onset and first measurement was more than 100 days. In
addition, there were 9 missing values for co-morbidity, therefore, complete data-sets were available for 217 patients. Mean
age was 58 years, and 65% were men. Mean time between
stroke onset and t0 was 45 days (standard deviation (SD) /16)
(Table I). Treatment availability was more or less the same for
all patients in our population and applied according to the
Dutch stroke guidelines. All patients received multidisciplinary
rehabilitation therapy consisting of physical and occupational
therapy, speech language pathology, psychology and therapeutic recreation for 5 days a week.
J Rehabil Med 38
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Table I. Patient characteristics at admission (t0); total group, model-development group and cross-validation group

Gender (% female)
Mean (SD) age (years)
Living status (% living alone)
Co-morbidity$ (% present)
Type of stroke (% haemorrhage)
Hemisphere (% right)
Mean time (SD) between stroke onset and t0 (days)
Haemianopia (% present)
Aphasia (% present)
Median (IQR) MMSE*
Cognition (% cognitive problems and/or aphasia)
Inattention (% present)*
Urinary incontinence (% present)
Median (IQR) Motricity Index (arm)
Median (IQR) Motricity Index (leg)
Sitting balance (% present)
Median (IQR) Barthel Index

Total
n/217

Model developing
n/174

Cross-validation
n/43

35
58
23
79
17
47
45
19
30
27
42
35
28
47
48
84
13

36
58
24
79
17
48
45
20
31
27
44
37
31
50
53
85
13

30
55
21
80
16
44
45
14
26
27
30
29
16
39
42
81
14

(11)

(16)
(3)

(65)
(38)
(7)

(11)

(16)
(4)

(63)
(38)
(7)

(11)

(14)
(3)

(67)
(43)
(6)

MMSE/Mini Mental State Examination (0 30, 5/23 indicates cognitive problems); Aphasia was determined by the short form Token Test
( ]/9 errors indicates presence of aphasia); Sitting balance was present when the score on the sitting item of the Trunk Control Test was 25;
Urinary incontinence was present when the corresponding item on the Barthel Index was scored as 0 or 1. Inattention was defined as 2
omissions or more on one side, compared with the other side, in the letter cancellation task.
*
n/151, 120, 32, respectively.
$
Presence of cardiovascular and/or respiratory diseases, diabetic mellitus and co-morbidity of the locomotor system.

At t1, 2 patients (1%) were still in the rehabilitation centre
and 9 (4%) were living in a nursing home. Thirty-eight patients
(18%) could not communicate at t1 and, therefore, proxy ratings
for the RMI were obtained from the spouse (97%) or the
nursing staff (3%). In the complete data-set mean RMI score
was 12.0 (SD /9/3.1) at t1. Sixteen percent of the patients
scored a maximum RMI score of 15. After data splitting on the
basis of the time of inclusion, 174 patients (80%) were assigned
to the model-developing set and 43 (20%) patients to the crossvalidation set. Baseline characteristics of the patients included
in both sets are illustrated in Table I.
Univariate analysis
Univariate analysis showed significant associations between, on
the one hand, RMI at t1, and, on the other hand, age,
cognition, type of stroke, inattention, co-morbidity, urinary
incontinence, functional status (BI), sitting balance (TCT),
motor function (MI arm, MI leg) and time between stroke
onset and the moment of measurement at t0 in the modeldeveloping set (Table II).
The BI, MI arm and MI leg scores showed high collinearity
(Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients ranging from 0.72 to
0.74). Because the BI showed the strongest association with the
RMI score, the BI was used in the multivariate regression
analysis.
Multivariate analysis
The backward linear regression analysis constructed a model
with age, type of stroke, time between stroke onset and
measurement, sitting balance and functional status as predictive
J Rehabil Med 38

factors (Table II). Collinearity diagnostics showed a high
condition index of 18.7 for the type of stroke. This variable
was therefore excluded from the final regression model.
Functional status, sitting balance, time between stroke onset
and measurement, and age were valid predictors in the final
model (Y /10.75/0.30/BI/2.65 /sitting balance /0.04/
days between stroke onset and measurement /0.05*age). The
explained variance of the model was 0.50 (adjusted R2 /0.48) in
the model-developing sample. The found adjusted R2 of the
model in the cross-validation sample was 0.47, and 84% of the
patients were correctly classified within // /2 RMI-units
(mean RMI /12.4, 95% confidence interval (CI) /11.8 13.0).
After re-fitting the model in the total data-set, the mean value of
the RMI was 12.1, with a 95% CI for mean of 11.8 12.4.
Eighty-one percent of the patients were correctly classified
within // /2 RMI-units.

DISCUSSION
Mobility outcome was optimally predicted by functional status,
sitting balance, time between stroke onset and first measurement, and age at admission to inpatient rehabilitation. It is
important to note that more than two-thirds of these relatively
young patients were not able to walk independently, according
to the BI mobility item, suggesting that prognostication of
mobility outcome was justified. The final model explained 48%
of the variance of the outcome on RMI score at t1, which is
comparable to other prognostic research. In a previous study,
sitting balance, MI leg score and social support explained
49% of the variance in comfortable walking speed at 6 months
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Table II. Univariate and multivariate linear regression analysis: standardized Beta coefficients of independent variables assessed at admission for
inpatient rehabilitation and Rivermead Mobility Index (RMI) score at 1 year post-stroke (n/174)
Univariate analysis

Multivariate analysis

Determinants

Standardized
Beta

p -value

Gender (female)
Age*
Living alone
Co-morbidity (present)*
Type of stroke (haemorrhage)*
Hemisphere (right)
Mean time between stroke onset and admission (days)*
Haemianopia (present)
Cognition (impaired cognition)*
Inattention (present) $
Urinary incontinence (present)*
MI arm
MI leg
Sitting balance (present)*
BI*

/0.042
/0.188
/0.121
/0.147
0.176
/0.052
/0.247
0.094
/0.231
/0.277
/0.264
0.450
0.466
0.540
0.575

0.580
0.013
0.113
0.053
0.020
0.499
0.001
0.217
0.002
0.002
B/0.001
B/0.001
B/0.001
B/0.001
B/0.001

Standardized
Beta

p -value

% explained
variance

/0.177

0.001

3%

/0.209

B/0.001

4%

0.293
0.437

B/0.001
B/0.001

8%
33%

*Included in the multivariate analysis. MI was not included due to collinearity with BI. MI/Motricity Index (range 0 100); TCT/Trunk
Control Test (range 0 100); TT/Token test, short form (range 0 20); BI /Barthel Index (range 0 20). The multivariate model included BI,
sitting balance, time between stroke onset and measurement and age and explained 48% of the total variance.
$
Inattention was not included in the multivariate analysis, because only patients without aphasia completed the letter cancellation task (n/
120).

post-stroke (15). For a smallest detectable difference of 2 points
(31), the model was able to predict the scores with an accuracy
of 81%. This underpins the robustness of found determinants.
This model is slightly higher compared with another study in
which 77% of the patients were correctly classified on the
Functional Ambulation Categories (FAC) (11). To our knowledge, the present prospective study is the largest prognostic
study aimed to forecast long-term outcome of mobility for
patients admitted in a stroke rehabilitation ward.
The strongest predictor (33%) in our model was functional
status (BI), which is in agreement with previously published
studies evaluating functional outcome (6, 7, 9, 11). One study
on mobility outcome showed that functional status (BI) at
admission to the hospital was the single predictor for walking
ability in a multivariate model (13). The strong predictive
value of functional status for mobility outcome was expected,
in view of the close interrelationship between BI and RMI
(19, 20).
Sitting balance was another independent factor associated
with RMI, suggesting that balance control is highly specific to
control of mobility (20). This finding is in agreement with those
of Duarte and colleagues (4), who showed that trunk balance
while sitting is closely associated with gait velocity and walking
distance. Similarly, Kwakkel et al. (15), showed that sitting
balance in the first week post-stroke was an independent
determinant for predicting comfortable walking speed at 6
months. Another study showed that balance, determined by the
sit and reach test, explained 33% of the variance of Functional
Independence Measure (FIM) mobility score at discharge (32).
The present study shows that just assessing the sitting balance,
as tested by 30 seconds of sitting unsupported following the

TCT test, is an important predictor for outcome of mobility
after stroke.
Time between stroke onset and measurement was a valid
predictor in our study, suggesting that shorter intervals between
stroke onset and admission are associated with better RMI
scores at 1 year post-stroke. The average onset to admission
interval in the present study was 45 days, which is comparable
to other European studies (33), but seems longer compared to
American studies (34). Our result seems to confirm previous
studies, in which an earlier start of inpatient rehabilitation was
found to be related to better outcomes in the longer term (7).
Hypothetically, this relationship could be partialled out by
correcting for differences in functional status at admission and
other patient characteristics. However, in contrast to what might
be expected, patients who had a longer onset to admission
interval did not have a lower BI score at admission to inpatient
rehabilitation (r/ /0.283 vs partial correlation r / /0.277).
Unfortunately, we were not able to include variables considering
functional status and patient characteristics (i.e. co-morbidity
and medical complications) during hospital stay. These variables might have had an influence on the time interval between
stroke onset and admission.
According to other studies of functional outcome in a
rehabilitation population (5 7, 9, 11, 33), age is also an
independent factor. Previous prospective studies have shown
that older age was negatively related to mobility outcome at
discharge from the hospital (14) as well as to long-term outcome
after stroke (11, 15). Age has also been found to be a valid longterm predictor of FIM mobility outcome in elderly stroke
patients (12). In our study, age played a small but independent
role in mobility outcome, which shows that even in this
J Rehabil Med 38
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relatively young stroke population, age affects the prognosis of
recovery of mobility. Motor function was found to be a
determinant for mobility outcome in stroke patients (35). In
the present study MI was highly correlated with BI and
therefore not included in the multivariate analysis. However,
because of this high association and since BI is a predictor for
mobility outcome, it is reasonable to assume that motor
function might be a predictor for mobility outcome in this
study as well.
Unfortunately, comparison between prognostic studies is
often impeded by differences in selecting a uniform set of
outcome measures for developing prediction models, as well as
in the way they are defined. Secondly, determinants and
outcomes are measured at different time intervals post-stroke,
depending on the stroke population involved. Thirdly, most
prognostic studies showed several methodological shortcomings
(16). Only a few used multivariate analysis, calculated the
explained variance of outcome, or validated the model. Due to a
lack of validation, most derived prediction models probably
overestimate the accuracy of prediction. In the present study,
the regression model was validated in a non-random sample.
Non-random splitting is a tougher test than random splitting,
since random splitting leads to a data set that is the same apart
from chance variation (28).
Although we explained a substantial part of the variance with
our model, still half of the variation remains unexplained. Many
variables were assessed, but for pragmatic reasons no other
variables, such as RMI at t0, were assessed and included in the
analysis. Also, factors such as post-discharge therapy and home
exercise programs were not analysed in the present study. In
addition, further investigation is needed to validate the present
model in an early phase post stroke. Finally, it is important to
note that the model is tested for a relatively young stroke
population admitted in rehabilitation setting. Therefore, generalisation of the present model with respect to age might be
limited. It should be noted, however, that the patients who
dropped out and were not included the model development,
were not significantly different from those who were included,
except that the drop-outs showed more aphasia.
In the present study, the RMI was used as an outcome
measure, which may be arbitrary. Although, 16% of the patients
scored the maximum score of 15, this ceiling was judged as
acceptable, since a ceiling effect higher than 20% is considered
to be significant (36). In our opinion, the RMI is a useful
measure covering a wide range of mobility items. Nevertheless,
we encourage development of new outcome measures for
mobility in chronic stroke without the presence of ceiling
effects.
In conclusion, the present study shows that it is possible to
derive a valid model, which includes predictors that are easy to
assess and commonly collected in rehabilitation, and explains a
substantial proportion of variation in long-term mobility outcome. In our opinion the model may serve as a guide to support
clinicians in their stroke management to predict outcome of
mobility at one year after stroke.
J Rehabil Med 38
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